Abstract. This paper proposes a novel U-Net variant using stacked dilated convolutions for medical image segmentation (SDU-Net). SDU-Net adopts the architecture of vanilla U-Net with modifications in the encoder and decoder operations (an operation indicates all the processing for feature maps of the same resolution). Unlike vanilla U-Net which incorporates two standard convolutions in each encoder/decoder operation, SDU-Net uses one standard convolution followed by multiple dilated convolutions and concatenates all dilated convolution outputs as input to the next operation. Experiments showed that SDU-Net outperformed vanilla U-Net, attention U-Net (AttU-Net), and recurrent residual UNet (R2U-Net) in all four tested segmentation tasks while using parameters around 40% of vanilla U-Net's, 17% of AttU-Net's, and 15% of R2U-Net's.
Introduction
Semantic segmentation is highly sought after in medical image analysis because of its capability to automate and facilitate delineation of regions of interest [1] . With the success of deep learning in recent years, many deep learning-based segmentation algorithms have been developed and applied in various medical imaging applications such as disease diagnosis [2] , tissue volume estimation [3] , and surgical guidance [4] . The vanilla U-Net has been widely used in medical imaging applications for both research and commercial purposes since its development in 2015 [5] . Many U-Net variants have been proposed, such as attention U-Net (AttU-Net) [6] , recurrent residual U-Net (R2U-Net) [7] , nested U-Net (U-Net++) [8] , and 3D U-Net [9] . These methods have been shown to be effective for specific use cases, typically at greater computational resource cost. However, recent studies pointed out complicated U-Net variants might not outperform vanilla U-Net. For example, Isensee et al. [10] demonstrated a slightly modified vanilla U-Net (no new U-Net or nnU-Net) achieved competitive results on the BraTS2018 challenge for brain tumor segmentation. In another paper [11] the authors evaluated nnU-Net in the context of the Medical Segmentation Decathlon challenge, measuring segmentation performance in ten disciplines comprising distinct entities, image modalities, image geometries and dataset sizes. They reported nnU-Net achieved the highest mean Dice scores across all classes.
It has been well demonstrated the U-Net architecture is suitable for image segmentation, partly because skip connections between encoder and decoder are essential to upsample lower-resolution layers. However, the U-Net architecture introduces tradeoffs: (1) U-Net convolutions have a very limited receptive field and encoder downsampling may degrade correlation between the pixels. To obtain larger receptive fields, Devalla et al. [12] introduced dilated convolutions into U-Net, where the dilation rate was increased while the resolution was downsampled. However, Hamaguchi et al. [13] pointed out that aggressively increasing dilation rates might fail to aggregate local features due to sparsity of the kernel and potentially be detrimental to small objects. (2) Existing methods are based on an unstated assumption that the each encoder/decoder operation perceives and outputs a single receptive field at pixel, which may limit the variety of receptive fields. (3) Some medical imaging modalities, especially ultrasound, require high temporal resolution, which in turn mandates highly efficient use of computational resources, limiting the deployment of computationally intensive network architectures.
To fully take advantage of superior U-Net segmentation performance while mitigating drawbacks such as simple and small receptive fields, we propose a novel UNet variant (SDU-Net) which processes feature maps of each resolution using multiple dilated convolutions successively and concatenates all the convolution outputs as input to the next resolution. The cascade processing increases the receptive field gradually while the concatenation gathers multiple receptive fields within the same resolution. Since the U-Net architecture processes an image in multiple resolutions, SDU-Net has the ability to sense both small and large receptive fields for either high or low resolutions. Our experiments demonstrate that SDU-Net outperforms state-ofthe-art algorithms while using far fewer parameters.
Network Architecture
The proposed method, SDU-Net, adopts the overall network architecture of vanilla UNet ( Figure 1 ), with modification of the encoder and decoder operations (an operation indicates all the processing for feature maps of the same resolution). For each encoder/decoder operation, U-Net uses two standard convolutions and takes the output of the second convolution as the input of the next operation, while SDU-Net adopts one standard convolution followed by multiple dilated convolutions and concatenates all dilated convolution outputs as input to the next operation ( Figure 2 ). In Figure 2 , we can see the difference between encoder and decoder is that each encoder operation downsamples the preceding layer while each decoder upsamples the preceding layer and concatenates it with its corresponding encoder map (indicated by dashed-line box).
In each encoder/decoder operation, the channel number is reduced while the dilation rate is increased. To make an efficient design, we set the output channel number of each dilated convolution to /2, /4, /8, /16, and /16, and therefore the concatenation output consists of channels. For each encoder/decoder operation, SDU-Net (one standard convolution and four dilated convolutions) is deeper than U-Net (two standard convolutions) and has a much larger receptive field. Meanwhile, as SDU-Net concatenates the feature maps of all the dilated convolutions to the next encoder/decoder operation, feature maps of the same resolution can be sensed by the network with its multi-scale receptive fields. In addition, for a convolution, the parameter number = ( ℎ_ × ℎ_ ), where ℎ_ and ℎ_ indicate the input and output channel numbers. So, if the concatenation output has the same channel number as a single convolution, the four dilated convolutions actually involve much fewer parameters. In general, SDU-Net can ob-tain multi-scale and larger receptive fields using fewer parameters. In our experiment, we set the channel numbers of SDU-Net's encoder/decoder operations as: 1 = 64, 2 = 128, 3 = 256, and 4 = 512.
Datasets
We adopted four image datasets to test the segmentation performance involving ultrasound images of liver and kidney, breast lesions, thyroid nodules [14] , and color digital images of skin lesions [15, 16] , as shown in Table 1 . The liver-kidney and breast-lesion datasets were retrospectively collected at Anonymous after IRB approval and waiver of written consent, and the thyroid-nodule and the skin-lesion datasets are publicly available. Each image of the liver-kidney dataset included both the right liver lobe and the right kidney, so the model was trained and validated for segmentation of both organs at the same time. For the thyroid-nodule dataset, we used the masks preprocessed by a third party [17] . The skin-lesion dataset was obtained from a challenge hosted by the International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) in 2018. ISIC 2018 did not release the ground truth for the final independent test, so that we did not have independent test data for skin-lesion segmentation, while we had independent test data for the other three tasks.
4
Training Procedure
All models were trained from scratch and evaluated using 5-fold cross-validation on the training data, setting the validation split of the data to 0.2. We trained all the networks using a novel loss function, called bi-Dice. The bi-Dice loss function computes the Dice loss with respect to both the object and background, defined as:
+ where (ℎ, ) represents the pixel coordinate, ℎ, ∈ {0,1} is the mask ground truth, ℎ, = 1 indicates the pixel belonging to the target, 0 ≤ ℎ, ≤ 1 is the prediction probability for the pixel belonging to the target, and was set to 1 in our experiment.
Adam optimizer was used for training all the networks. The learning rate was set to 0.00005, and all the other parameters were set to the default values in PyTorch. The batch size was set to 4, and the training epochs were set to 500 for all tasks, except for the skin-lesion segmentation. Since the skin-lesion dataset is much larger, we set its training epochs to 85.
Experiments
We tested the proposed SDU-Net by comparing with vanilla U-Net, AttU-Net, and R2U-NetNet. The comparison included 5-fold cross-validation during the training phase and the test on independent datasets. The Dice score was used as the performance measure, with a higher value indicating better performance. For vanilla U-Net, the input and output channel numbers for each encoder/decoder operation were set the same as SDU-Net. For AttU-Net and R2U-Net, their settings followed the original literature [7, 8] , and we adopted the implementation by a third party [18] . The total parameter number of SDU-Net is around 40% of vanilla U-Net's, 17% of AttU-Net's, and 15% of R2U-Net's ( Table 2) . The average Dice scores of the 5-fold cross-validations are presented in Table 3 , and the results of the independent test datasets are shown in Table 4 . We can see that SDU-Net, vanilla U-Net, and AttU-Net performed well, especially on the liver-kidney dataset and the skin-lesion dataset, while R2U-Net didn't perform well. Paired t test showed that SDU-Net significantly (p < 0.05) outperformed all compared methods on all tasks, except for AttU-Net on thyroid-nodule cross-validation and kidney test. Meanwhile, since SDU-Net used fewer parameters, it was less prone to over-fitting, which was confirmed by the independent test results on the liverkidney dataset. Figure 3 demonstrates some examples of segmentation results for each dataset. As depicted in the skin-lesion example, SDU-Net showed higher robustness to local variation and better delineated the whole object. This is in accordance with the fact that SDU-Net has much wider receptive fields. In summary, SDU-Net was more effective and robust, compared to vanilla U-Net, AttU-Net, and R2U-Net, while being a lightweight method for image segmentation.
Conclusion
This paper introduces a new convolution structure by concatenating the outputs of cascade dilated convolutions. The new segmentation algorithm is computationally more efficient, and has demonstrated higher performance than state-of-the-art algorithms on medical image segmentation datasets, specifically on ultrasound images.
